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Abstract 

Domain independent general purpose problem solving techniques are desirable from the stand- 
points of software engineering and human computer interaction. They employ declarative and 
modular knowledge representations and present a constant homogeneous interface to the user, 
untainted by the peculiarities of the specific domain of interest. Unfortunately, this very insulation 
from domain details often precludes effective problem solving behavior. General approaches have 
proven successful in complex real-world situations only after a tedious cycle of manual experi- 
mentation and modification. Machine learning offers the prospect of automating this adaptation 
cycle, reducing the burden of domain specific tuning and reconciling the conflicting needs of 
generality and efficacy. A principal impediment to adaptive techniques is the utility problem: even 
if the acquired information is accurate and is helpful in isolated cases, it may degrade overall 
problem solving performance under difficult to predict circumstances. We develop a formal char- 
acterization of the utility problem and introduce COMPOSER, a statistically rigorous learning 
approach which avoids the utility problem. COMPOSER has been successfully applied to learning 
heuristics for planning and scheduling systems. This article includes theoretical results and an 
extensive empirical evaluation. The approach is shown to outperform significantly several other 
leading approaches to the utility problem. 

1. Introduction 

There is a wide gulf between general approaches and flective approaches to problem 
solving. Practical success has come from custom techniques like expert systems, reactive 
systems [ 52,661, or other application specific techniques that require extensive human 
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investment to complete. AI researchers have also developed domain independent algo- 
rithms such as nonlinear planning and constraint satisfaction algorithms. Unfortunately, 
when general approaches show success, it is usually only after extensive domain specific 

adjustments. The resulting systems, while derived from a general technique, bear more 

resemblance to the custom approaches. 
Adaptive problem solving is a potential means for circumventing this generality/ 

performance tradeoff in repetitive problem solving situations. We want our problem 
solvers to work well for the problems they actually encounter and we care not at 

all about performance on other hypothetical problems. Worst-case behavior is largely 

irrelevant to real-world problem solving. Pragmatically, by sacrificing good behavior 
on unseen or unlikely problems, a system’s overall performance may be enhanced. In 
fact, machine learning techniques have successfully demonstrated the capacity to enhance 
problem solving performance, although in limited contexts [ 18,46,57,65]. Nonetheless, 
adaptive problem solving is still far from realized in any general sense. 

The principal impediment to adaptive problem solving is characterizing when an 
automatically hypothesized adaptation actually results in improved problem solving per- 

formance. Steve Minton introduced to machine learning the term utility problem to 
refer to this difficulty of insuring performance improvements [ 531. Minton originally 

discussed the problem in the context of improving the average problem solving speed 

via search control heuristics called control rules. While there has been considerable 

progress on this issue [ 15,40,48,53], the proposed methods are often ad hoc, poorly 
understood, and can fail to improve performance, or worse, actually degrade problem 
solving performance under certain circumstances. 

Adaptivity can be an effective method for improving problem solving performance in 

that real-world problems are often constrained in ways that only become obvious through 
experience. On one hand, the domain specification may implicitly embed constraints that 

are difficult to deduce a priori, as in the blocksworld domain where a block can never 
be atop itself, though this constraint is not explicitly represented. On the other hand, the 
distribution of tasks embeds many constraints that can only be induced from experience. 
For example, a particular blocksworld application may never contain towers of height 

greater than three. 
Exploiting these regularities can lead to clear performance improvements. Of course, 

the problem solver cannot look into the future to anticipate particular problems. However, 
it can generalize from characterizations of past problems. Most distributions exhibit 
peculiarities that may be exploited once detected. Conversely, even worst-case intractable 
algorithms may perform well under certain distributions. For example, Goldberg suggests 
that naturally occurring satisfiability problems are frequently solved in 0( n2) time [ 221. 
Recent work has focused on characterizing these easy distributions [ 5,561 or devising 
techniques that can exploit specific distribution information when it is available [3]. 
Research into self-organizing systems [ 51, pp. 252-2851 and dynamic optimization 
[45] exploit the fact that learning the expected distribution of tasks can allow the 
construction of a problem solver with substantially better expected performance. 

In the next section, we provide a formal characterization of the utility problem in 
decision theoretic terms. This introduces the notion of expected utility as a metric of 
problem solving performance and casts the learning as a search through a space of 
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Fig. I. Learning transforms an initial problem solver into a new one. To accomplish this the learner must 

choose one of a set of possible transformations. 

problem solving transformations for a problem solver with high expected utility. Section 

3 describes the COMPOSER algorithm, a probabilistic approach to avoiding the utility 

problem. COMPOSER performs a probabilistic search through the transformation space 
and incorporates several techniques to ensure the efficiency of this process. Section 4 
describes an extensive evaluation of the approach in the context of learning control rules 
for a domain independent problem solver. The experiments indicate that COMPOSER 
compares favorably with existing approaches to the utility problem. Section 5 provides an 

average case analysis of the algorithm’s complexity. COMPOSER’s run time is shown 
to be polynomial in the number of transformations considered and in the statistical 

confidence required. Finally, we discuss some limitations and present conclusions. 

2. A formal characterization of the utility problem 

Before a rigorous learning algorithm can be constructed, we must explicitly charac- 
terize what the learning system is attempting to achieve. In this section, we introduce a 
formal characterization of a general class of learning problem solvers. This formalism 
makes precise and explicit intuitive and often unstated notions of what a learning system 
should do, and it provides a structure for formal analysis, enabling us to make definitive 
and precise statements. 

Abstractly, a learning algorithm operates on an initial problem solver, transforming it 

into a different problem solver, where the effect of this change is assessed relative to 

some evaluation criterion and a pattern of tasks associated with the intended application. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where a set of hypothesized transformations defines a 
set of potential problem solvers. The learning system must decide which hypothesized 
transformations to adopt, where the outcome of this decision is a new problem solver. 
To characterize “good” outcomes, we use the decision theoretic notion of expected 

utility [2] as a common framework for characterizing this decision problem. Doyle has 
argued for the merits of decision theory as a standard for evaluating artificial intelligence 
systems [ 131 and it has seen increasing acceptance, both in artificial intelligence at large 
[ 41,64,67,7 1 ] and machine learning in particular [ 30,35,45,69]. 

2.1. Expected utility 

Decision theory relies on the observation that preferences over different outcomes 
can, under some natural assumptions, be characterized by a real-valued utility function. 
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Outcome A is preferred to outcome B iff the utility of A is greater than the utility of B. 

In an uncertain world, a decision may not always produce the same outcome. Even 
the best decision policy may do very well one time and poorly the next. The correct 
decision policy under uncertainty maximizes expected utility: a decision is characterized 

by a set of outcomes and a probability distribution over this set, and the expected utility 
of a decision is the utility of all possible outcomes weighted by their probability of 

occurrence. 
For learning, the characteristics of the intended application determine what outcomes 

(transformed problem solvers) are preferred. With decision theory, we represent these 

preferences with a utility function, allowing learning to be cast as the decision problem 
of choosing a transformation that increases expected utility. However, we require the 

application to obey the following two restrictions. 

Fixed distribution assumption. The pattern of tasks in the problem solving environ- 

ment must be characterizable as a random selection of tasks according to a fixed (but 

unknown) probability distribution over the domain of discourse. This restriction states 
that there is some probability of occurrence associated with each task that is independent 
of the tasks already seen, and that this probability does not change with time. This is 

a common simplification that applies to a great many applications. However, it does 
impose limitations that we discuss further in Section 6. 

Expected utility assumption. The evaluation criterion must be expressed by a utility 
function. This is a function from a problem solver and problem to a numeric value. The 
function must be chosen such that problem solver A is preferred over problem solver B 

if and only if the expected utility of A is greater than the expected utility of B. Decision 
theory posits the expected utility hypothesis: that there exists such a utility function for 
any consistent set of preferences (see [ 11, Ch. 71). The utility function must also be 

computable by the learning system. For example, if the application requires an efficient 
problem solver, the utility function could be the CPU cost to solve a problem (or to 

determine it cannot be solved). This can be computed by actually attempting to solve 
the problem and measuring the time. The expected utility of a problem solver would 

then be its average problem solving time for the given fixed problem distribution. If the 
problem solver is semi-decidable, one could proceed by imposing a resource bound and 
assigning some suitable utility value to the conclusion “I don’t know” (see [ 341). 

It may not be immediately clear how to represent preferences in terms of a single 
utility measure. In many real-world situations, comparisons between actions are made on 
the basis of several performance attributes. In planning problems, we may care not only 
about how fast a plan is created, but also about other attributes such as its execution cost 
or robustness. A large literature in the decision sciences is devoted to how to translate 

these “multi-attribute” problems into a single utility function (see, for example, [ 631). 
With the fixed distribution and expected utility assumptions we can characterize the 

value of a problem solver by its expected utility. Formally, let PS denote a problem 
solver, D denote the set of possible problems expressible in the domain, Pro(x) be 
the probability of occurrence for problem x E D, and U(PS,x) be the utility of PS 
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on problem n. The expected utility of PS with respect to the distribution D, written 
ED [ U( PS) 1, is defined as: 

U(PS,x)PrD(x)dx (D continuous), 

u(ps,x)~D(x) (D discrete). 

2.2. Composite transformations 

Next we must formalize the effects of learning. A learning algorithm maps some 
initial problem solver P&Id into a new problem solver PS,,. We ‘introduce the notion 
of a composite transformation to denote the structural changes performed to a problem 
solver in the course of learning. A composite transformation is whatever is required to 
transform P&d into P&~ and it may be built from several component structural changes. 
For example, the PRODIGY/EBL system [ 531 builds a composite transformation from 
a set of learned control rules. A given learning algorithm has the potential to produce 
a variety of composite transformations depending on the initial problem solver and 
the distribution of observed problems. This corresponds to the notion of a hypothesis 
space in classification learning and we characterize it as a set of possible composite 
transformations. Alternatively, this set can be thought of as the set of all problem solvers 
reachable by the learning algorithm. Note that this set will be quite large (possibly 
infinite) for any nontrivial learning approach. 

A composite transformation maps P&1,-J into some PS,,. The value of this composite 
transformation can be measured by the difference in expected utility between PS,,, and 

P&Id. This provides a metric for assessing the performance of a learning algorithm. 

2.3. Optima&y versus improvement 

Expected utility defines a total preference ordering over a set of composite transforma- 
tions associated with a learning approach. The ideal learning algorithm would choose the 
composite transformation in this set with the highest expected utility. Such an algorithm 
can be considered optimal with respect to the set of entertained composite transforma- 
tions. One might consider optimality as part of the requirement for avoiding the utility 
problem-that is, a learning algorithm should not only avoid lowering expected utility, 
but it should avoid sub-optimal improvements as well. 

Unfortunately, optimality is an extremely expensive requirement. For many machine 
learning algorithms, it is computationally intractable to identify the optimal transfor- 
mation. For example Greiner shows the inherent difficulties when transformations are 
constructed from macro-operators [ 361. We have chosen, therefore, not to insist on 
optimality and instead we adopt a weaker requirement. In our analysis, when a learning 
algorithm adopts a composite transformation it must increase expected utility, but it need 
not be the optimal choice. 

In fact, just improving the problem solver may be beyond the capabilities of a learning 
algorithm. If all of the composite transformations lead to a decrease in expected utility, a 
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learning algorithm should ignore all of the transformations, and leave the initial problem 
solver unchanged. 

2.4. Unknown icformatiorl 

For a given learning problem there is some true but unknown expected utility asso- 
ciated with each possible transformed problem solver: both the utility of a transformed 
problem solver on any given problem, and the probability distribution over the space of 

possible problems are typically unknown. A learning system can only estimate this in- 

formation through training examples. For example, a learning system might estimate the 
value of a transformation by solving some randomly selected problems with the original 

and transformed problem solvers. Increasing the number of examples would improve 
the estimate, but it may still differ from the true expected utility due to sampling error. 

Unknown information means a learning algorithm cannot guarantee that a composite 

transformation increases expected utility. There is always the possibility that a transfor- 
mation is estimated to increase expected utility when in fact it does not. Nevertheless, 
in characterizing the utility problem we would like to explicitly quantify the chance that 
learning does not improve performance. Therefore, we adopt a probabilistic requirement. 
An algorithm which solves the utility problem may adopt composite transformations with 

negative expected utility as long as this event occurs with probability less than some 

pre-specified amount, which may be arbitrarily close to zero. 

2.5. The utility problem 

A learning algorithm exhibits the utility problem when it lowers the expected utility of 
the initial problem solver. More precisely, given: ( 1) an application described by a utility 
function, a set of problems, and access to problems drawn according to a fixed probability 

distribution, (2) an initial problem solver for this application, Hold, (3) a confidence 
parameter, I - 6, a learning algorithm exhibits the utility problem whenever: (a) it 

produces some transformed problem solver PS,,, # P&d and (b) with probability 

greater than 6, PS,,, has lower expected utility than Hold, with respect to the fixed 
probability distribution. Under this definition, if an adaptive problem solver adopts some 

composite transformation, it must, with high probability, improve performance. We say 
a learning algorithm solves the utility problem if it satisfies this requirement. 

Admittedly, solving the utility problem, thus defined, is a weak requirement on a 
learning algorithm. For example, one trivial way to solve the utility problem is to 
avoid learning anything. What the requirement does provide, however, is a measure of 
confidence in whatever changes a learning algorithm may make. That is, if a learning 
algorithm modifies a problem solver, while at the same time avoiding the utility problem, 
we may have confidence that those modifications will improve problem solving perfor- 
mance on problems drawn according to the same probability distribution. Ideally, one 
would like to strengthen this minimal requirement with additional restrictions on when 
it is acceptable not to learn. While a general statement of these requirements is outside 
the scope of this article, the subsequent section discusses some stronger requirements 
satisfied by our COMPOSER system. 
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3. A solution to the utility problem 

The preceding framework not only defines the goal of a learning technique, it sug- 
gests a natural solution to the utility problem. The effectiveness of a transformation 

can be judged in terms of its expected utility, which can be estimated to an arbitrary 
level of confidence using statistical procedures. Beyond solving the utility problem, our 
COMPOSER system, which embodies this basic solution, can be shown to improve 

performance with high probability given that certain requirements of the domain and 

transformations are satisfied. However there are many difficulties that must be resolved 
before this basic solution can be realized in an efficient and practical algorithm. This sec- 
tion outlines our strategies for addressing these difficulties and ends with a presentation 

of the algorithm. 

3.1. Incremental learning 

The most significant difficulty arises in how to efficiently investigate the vast set 

of possible composite transformations. Frequently there is some internal structure to 
transformations that can be exploited. In most learning techniques, a composite trans- 
formation consists of many individual atomic transformations (later we refer to atomic 

modifications simply as transformations). For example, SOAR constructs a new problem 

solver from individual chunks [46]. PRODIGY/EBL builds a learned control strategy 
from individual control rules [ 531. In such systems,composite transformations may share 
many individual components. 

Instead of making a global decision among all possible composite transformations, an 
incremental learning system builds up a composite transformation by making many local 
decisions. The composability problem is the name we give to the problem of identifying 
an effective composite transformation given that it must be constructed from multiple 
atomic transformations. This is analogous to the planning problem. A planner does not 
solve a goal by searching through the set of all complete plans. Rather it uses operators 
to make incremental progress. In COMPOSER, we view atomic transformations as 

learning operators. Just as individual planning operators can be flexibly combined to 
solve a variety of goals, individual atomic transformations can be combined to address 
the particular combination of problem solving inefficiencies. In fact, most learning for 
planning techniques can be viewed from this perspective, although they are not generally 
described in such terms. 

3.1.1. Operationality criteria: independent measures 

The composability problem constrains the acceptable local measures of atomic trans- 
formation quality. A measure must ensure that locally beneficial transformations combine 
into a beneficial composite. One solution is to develop independent measures. These are 
local measures that assess the quality of an atomic transformation independently of 
the other transformations that appear in the final composite transformation. With such 
a measure, transformations can be separately evaluated on sampled problems and eas- 
ily combined. Mitchell et al.‘s operationality criteria [54] and Etzioni’s non-recursive 
hypothesis [ 141 are attempts to provide such a measure. Incidentally, these are both in- 
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dependent of the problem distribution as well, obviating the need for statistical validation 
of the transformations. 

Unfortunately, independent measures are in general not possible. Atomic transforma- 
tions potentially interact with each other in difficult to predict ways. Such interactions 
have long been recognized as a source of difficulty in planning, but have been over- 

looked in learning, often with unfortunate consequences (as illustrated in Section 4). 
Simple syntactic independent measures like operationality and the non-recursive hypoth- 
esis, while useful heuristics, cannot provide even weak guarantees against detrimental 

results. 
As an intuitive illustration, consider the problem of selecting a satisfactory sequence 

of dishes at a Dim Sum restaurant. One seasoned patron advises “Avoid things that 
exude a faint hazelnut-like odor”. Another who is equally trustworthy says “Don’t eat 
things prepared with Xanthin leaves”. Each rule alone may improve our chance for 
an enjoyable meal while together they diminish it. This is because the rules interact. 

Suppose there is one particularly evil dish, a large green blob of dough that smells of 

hazelnut and is typically served in a Xanthin leaf sauce. Indeed it may be this single 

offensive entree that our two friends were warning us about, each in his own way. Each 
rule avoids this dish but also eliminates other delicious items whose only sin is to have 
a single superficial feature in common with the horrible one. Furthermore, we must pay 
the overhead of evaluating both rules: we must persuade the waiter to allow us to sniff 

each dish as it comes by and we must explain in broken Cantonese that we wish to 
avoid Xanthin leaves when, in point of fact, we have no idea what a Xanthin leaf is. 
Depending on our sensitivity to awkward social situations we might be better off to 

simply forget both rules and risk a taste of the green doughy blob. 
Here, two rules avoid the same penalty. As there is no added benefit in eliminating it 

twice, the utility of the two together is not equivalent to the sum of their improvements 
in isolation. A more subtle interaction involves a rule that has an evaluation cost which 
is sensitive to the context in which it is evaluated. A second rule that significantly alters 
the problem solving procedure may substantially change the average evaluation cost of 

the first rule. 
To make this more formal, we focus on the problem of building a composite transfor- 

mation where the atomic transformations are search control rules, as in PRODIGY/EBL 
[ 531. Let utility be the negative of the time to solve a problem. Control rules can re- 
duce the time to solve a problem by eliminating search, but they introduce an evaluation 
overhead: the control rule’s preconditions must be matched at each node in the search 
space to see if a portion of the search tree can be pruned. In isolation, a control rule 
increases utility if the benefits of less search exceed this evaluation cost. Thus, search 
time saved minus evaluation time is a candidate for an independent evaluation criterion. 
However, since control rules interact, the improvement of multiple control rules is not 
the sum of the improvements of the rules in isolation. 

Let us quantify this. Consider the interaction between the control rules illustrated in 

Fig. 2. This shows a hypothetical search space of fifteen nodes which is exhaustively 
searched by the initial problem solver to conclude that there are no solution nodes 
under node 1. Suppose r and s are two heuristics that prune the nodes in sets R and S 
respectively. 1 RI is the number of nodes trimmed by r. 1 SI is similarly defined. When 
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R-S = nodes saved only by r 

S-R = nodes saved only by s 

RnS = nodes saved by both 

rands 

M,. = Average match cost of r 

MS = Average match cost of s 

g = Average cost to expand a node 

Fig. 2. Example of interacting heuristics. 

used in isolation, r is checked six times (i.e., 15 - [RI ) . It successfully applies twice: 

at node 2 saving nodes 3-8 and at node 9 saving nodes 10-12. Heuristic s is checked 
eight times (i.e., 15 - ISI) and succeeds at node 1, saving nodes 9-15. Let the average 
evaluation cost of r be M,, the average cost of s be M,Y, and the average time to expand 

a node be g. 
Let U( X,p) be the utility of a problem solver using the set of rules X on problem 

p. The interaction between two rules on a problem is the amount to which their utilities 

are not additive: 

Residue=U({r,s},p) - [U({r},p> +U({s},p)] 

=~R-SI.M,-IRnS~.g. 

This residue measures the interaction between atomic transformations. The transfor- 
mations combine synergistically if this value is positive. For example, one control rule 

may prune sub-trees over which another control rule tends to be expensive to evaluate. 
When using the first rule, the average match cost of the second decreases. If the residue 

is negative, they engage in a harmful interaction. For example, there maybe a large 
overlap in the search they avoid. The key point is that two control rules with positive 
utility in isolation can potentially combine to yield a strategy worse than neither. Such 
interactions would seem to preclude effective independent criteria for determining the 
benefit of atomic transformations. 

3.1.2. Incremental utility: a context sensitive measure 

While we cannot develop a general independent measure of atomic transformation 
quality, we can develop a context sensitive measure that accounts for the context of 
other atomic transformations participating in the composite transformation. In particular, 
we can view a composite transformation as a sequence of intermediate problem solvers: 

Ps~ld,PSl,PS2,...,PSnew, each with some expected utility. We adopt a context sensitive 

measure of utility that states how much a given atomic transformation improves expected 
utility if appended to an existing sequence of transformations. 

Let PS denote a problem solver and let PST = Apply(~, PS) denote the problem 
solver that results from applying an atomic transformation r to PS. We define the 
incremental utility of r to be the difference between the expected utility of PS’ and 
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the expected utility of PS. 2 We denote incremental utility as AlJo(71PS), meaning the 
conditional change in expected utility provided by transformation 7 over distribution D 
given problem solver PS. We can state this formally as: 

or equivalently: 

[U(PS’,.r) - U(PS,x)lPrD(x)dx (D continuous), 

(2) 
lU(PS’.x) - U(PS,x)]Pro(x) (D discrete). 

The change in expected utility provided by a composite transformation is equivalent 
to the sum of the incremental utilities of each transformation: 

Our definition of incremental utility clarifies two important properties of transforma- 
tions. First the effect of a transformation on utility is dependent on the distribution D. 
Second, the effect is conditional on the problem solver to which it is applied. In general, 

the incremental utility of a transformation will vary unpredictably as we change either 
the distribution or the problem solver to which it is applied. The conditional nature of 
incremental utility indicates that in general we cannot identify a globally maximal com- 
posite transformation without considering a potentially explosive number of conditional 
utility values. 

3.2. COMPOSER 

COMPOSER is a statistical approach that provably solves the utility problem. Given a 

learning element that provides atomic transformations, if COMPOSER adopts a compos- 
ite transformation, it is guaranteed (with pre-specified confidence) to improve expected 
utility. Additionally, we can show that, given sufficient examples, COMPOSER will 
adopt a sequence of improving transformations with high probability, given the exis- 
tence of such a sequence. 

COMPOSER requires as input a transformable initial problem solver, a learning 
element with certain characteristics (specified below), a utility function, and a source 
of training problems drawn randomly from the problem distribution. We next describe 

COMPOSER’s method for searching the set of composite transformations. We then 
define the constraints on the method for proposing atomic transformations. Finally we 
describe how the system achieves its statistical guarantee. 

? In other learning algorithms incremental utility is simply referred to as utility. We feel the additional 

terminology helps to highlight the difference between the utility of a problem solver, which is of interest to 

the user, and the utility of a transformation which is only of interest to the learning algorithm. 
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3.2. I. Overview 
Because they do not compose linearly, it is typically intractable to determine the best 

sequence of transformations. However, we want as great an improvement as possible. 
COMPOSER uses incremental utility in conjunction with a greedy hill-climbing proce- 

dure to explore the set of possible composite transformations. COMPOSER begins its 
search with the original problem solver and incrementally adopts transformations that 
are estimated to possess positive incremental utility. Each new transformation is assessed 

with respect to the problem solver that results from applying the previous transforma- 
tion. COMPOSER uses statistical methods to estimate incremental utility from training 

examples drawn randomly according to the distribution of problems. This hill-climbing 
approach successfully avoids the difficulty of negative interactions. One shortcoming is 

it cannot exploit positive interactions. Solutions, therefore, may be local optima. 

3.2.2. Transformation generator 

COMPOSER requires a source of transformations for each step in the search. This is 
abstractly formalized as a function we call a transformation generator. This is a function 

TG:PSxX+{q,... , ok} that maps a problem solver and an optional set of training 
examples into a set of candidate transformations. Each transformation in the set should 
map the problem solver into some new, possibly improved, problem solver. For example, 
SOAR can be viewed as a transformation generator takes the current problem solver and 

the single training problem that produced an impasse, and generates a set of chunks. 
Etzioni’s STATIC system [ 141 can be seen as a transformation generator that takes the 
original problem solver and no training examples, and generates a set of control rules. 

3.2.3. Statistical inference 
COMPOSER must estimate incremental utility from training data and assess the 

accuracy of these estimates. There are several philosophical stances for reasoning about 
these statistical issues. The computational learning community has favored worst-case 
statistical models (also called non-parametric techniques). These are quite useful to 

make theoretical statements but are too inefficient for most practical uses. Parametric 
techniques provide a more practical alternative. In these, the distribution of utility values 
is assumed to be a function of a set of predefined parameters with unknown values. 
Inference reduces to estimating these unknown values from the data. Bayesian models are 
a popular parametric alternative to worst-case models but they require the specification 
of prior knowledge about the probable performance of the alternative transformations. 
We prefer to avoid dependence on prior information, and so have adopted so-called 
frequentist statistical models which have the efficiency of Bayesian approaches without 
the need for the specification of prior information.3 When we must balance between 
absolutely insuring error does not exceed a bound and achieving reasonable efficiency, 

s There is controversy between Bayesians and frequentists as to which approach is more appropriate; in 

many cases it can be shown that Bayesian approaches with non-informative priors are equivalent to frequentist 

approaches. We do not take a stand on this issue. One might well replace our frequentist model with 
a Bayesian one without changing the principal theoretical contributions of this work. The straightforward 

mapping of COMPOSER into a Bayesian framework is to map the probability statement of Bq. (3) into a 
O-1 loss function [ 2, p. 631. Under this interpretation, 6 becomes a bound on the expected loss of a decision. 
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we err to the side of efficiency, as long there are good arguments that the error bounds 
are not exceeded in practice. In Appendix A, we describe how to adjust this tradeoff 
when necessary. 

COMPOSER must ensure that the overall error remains below some threshold S. 

Formally: 

(3) 

To achieve this, COMPOSER must account for three sources of error. Each time 

COMPOSER identifies a new transformation to adopt, it compares a set of estimates, one 

for each transformation considered at that step. The first source of error is associated with 
these estimates (there is some probability that a transformation has negative incremental 
utility, even though it appears positive). Second, these individual errors combine into a 

somewhat larger probability of error for the overall decision of what to adopt at a given 

step. Third, the final problem solver, PSnew, is produced as a result of several steps, and 

the error across all of these steps must be accounted for as well. 

We define the function Bound( 6, ITI ) , which specifies the acceptable error for a utility 
estimate as a function of the overall error, 6, and the size of the set of transformations, 
T, at a given step in the hill-climbing search: 4 

Bound(6, ITI) avoids the utility problem by bounding the first sense of error (the 

error of each individual incremental utility estimate) in such a way that as they combine 
into the second and third sense, the overall error remains below the total acceptable 

bound of 6. 
Given this definition it remains to construct a statistical procedure that estimates 

incremental utility of a transformation to the specified error bound. This involves two 
issues. First we must determine how estimates are generated from training problems. 

Second we must decide how many training problems are needed to attain sufficiently 
accurate estimates. 

We can estimate incremental utility by randomly drawing problems according to the 
distribution D and, for each transformation under consideration, averaging the resulting 
incremental utility values. Call =,,(~jPs) the estimated incremental utility from n 
training problems. Given a current problem solver, PS, a set of transformations, and a 

problem X, COMPOSER must determine the difference in utility between the current and 
each of the transformed problem solvers: Vr E T, U( PS’, x) - U( PS, x). Recall that, by 
definition, the utility of a problem solver on a problem is measurable by observing the 
behavior of the problem solver on the problem. Thus, given a set of m transformations, 
we can compute the necessary incremental utility values by solving the problem with 
PS and then with PST’ PF ,..., PFm. Processing each training example involves m + 1 
problem solving attempts. The complexity of processing an example is therefore tied to 

4 This definition embodies a compromise between bounding statistical error and example efficiency which 

works well in practice. The rational behind the compromise is discussed in Appendix A, where we illustrate 

some other possible definitions. 
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Fig. 3. Sizing the confidence interval. We would like to take enough examples such that the confidence interval 

lies entirely above or below the axis. 

the complexity of each of the m + 1 problem solvers. We call this brute-force processing 
and it is the default method used by COMPOSER. We show in Appendix A that for 

many applications there are other more efficient methods for obtaining the incremental 
utility values. 

We can determine a suitable sample size by considering how the accuracy of estimates 
improves as we increase the number of examples used in the computation. Specifically, 
COMPOSER must determine a sufficiently large sample size such that it can bound the 
probability that incremental utility is estimated to be positive when in fact it is negative 

and vice versa. We would also prefer to use as few examples as possible. COMPOSER 
relies on a sequential statistical technique to determine how many examples are sufficient 
to make this inference [23]. Sequential procedures differ from the more common fixed 

sample techniques in that the number of examples is not determined in advance, but is 
a function of the observations. Sequential procedures provide a test called a stopping 

rule that determines when sufficient examples have been taken. An important advantage 

of sequential procedures is that the average number of examples required tends to be 
significantly less than that required by fixed sample techniques. 

We determine the sample size using a stopping rule proposed by NGdas [60]. The 

intuition behind the stopping rule is quite simple. Given a sample of values and a 
confidence level cr we can construct a confidence interval containing the true incremental 

utility with probability 1 - a. In other words, there is only probability a that the true 
incremental utility lies outside the confidence interval. With more examples, the width 
of the interval tends to shrink. 5 The stopping rule determines how many examples are 
needed for the interval to shrink to the point of being entirely above or below zero 
incremental utility, as illustrated in Fig. 3. At this point, we can state, with probability 
1 - (Y, that the transformation has positive (negative) incremental utility if the estimate 
is positive (negative). 

After each example is processed the Nhdas stopping rule is evaluated. Sampling 
terminates when the rule evaluates to true. When this occurs we can state that the 
given transformation will speed up (slow down) PS if its estimated incremental utility 
is positive (negative) with confidence 1 - (Y. Examples are taken until the following 
equation holds: 

5 The interval size is actually a random function of the data. It will tend to shrink with more examples, but 

not monotonically. It will grow, temporarily, if an outlying data point is encountered. 
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(4) 

where II is the number of examples taken so far, AU,,( TIPS) is the transformation’s av- 
erage improvement, S,‘( r/ PS) is the observed variance in the transformation’s improve- 
ment, LY is the acceptable error in the estimate, 110 is a small finite integer indicating 

an initial sample size, and Q(cu> is a parametric function that models the discrepancy 
between the true and the estimated incremental utility: 

Iy’ 

Q( LY) := x such that 

The function Q(a) makes the parametric statistical assumption that the estimated 
incremental utility is normally distributed about the true incremental utility. The rea- 
sonableness of this parametric model is justified by an important theorem in statistics, 
the Central Limit Theorem [38, p. 1921. This theorem states that regardless of the 

distribution of a random variable, the average of these values will tend to be normally 
distributed about the true mean of the distribution. This theorem demonstrates that even 
if the underlying distribution is non-normal, it can be accurately approximated as nor- 
mal for the purposes of estimating expected utility. Although the Central Limit Theorem 

strictly holds only as the sample size tends to infinity, extensive experience in real-world 
problems has demonstrated the effectiveness of this “normal approximation” even with 

small sample sizes (see [ 39, Section 5.31). 
The choice of minimum sample size, 110, relates to the definition of Q(a) and is 

discussed in Appendix A. By default we use a sample size of fifteen which has worked 
well in our empirical investigations. 

3.2.4. The COMPOSER algorithm 

COMPOSER is illustrated in Fig. 4. After each problem solving attempt, COMPOSER 
updates its statistics and evaluates the stopping rule for each candidate transformation. If 
the stopping rules are satisfied for one or more transformations with positive incremental 
utility, COMPOSER adopts the transformation with highest incremental utility, and 

invokes the transformation generator to obtain a new set of candidate transformations. If 
instead, stopping rules are satisfied for transformations with negative incremental utility, 

these are eliminated from further consideration (note that eliminating a candidate does 
not affect the current problem solver, so the statistics associated with the remaining 
candidates are unaffected). This cycle repeats until the training set is exhausted. Each 
time a transformation is adopted the expected utility of the resulting problem solver is 
higher than its predecessor, giving COMPOSER an anytime behavior [ 71. 

4. Utility problem in the PRODIGY problem solver 

This section describes one of two extensive evaluations we have performed with the 
COMPOSER system. We describe an application of COMPOSER to learning search 
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COMPOSER(PS,ld, TG( s), 8, examples, 4) 
1. PS := P&d; T := TG(PS); n := 0; i := 0; cy := Bound(6, ITI); 
2. While T # 0 and i < [examples1 do 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 
12. 

/* Hill-climb as long as there is data and possible transformations */ 

Repeat /* Until enough data taken to identify next step */ 
n := n + 1; i := i + 1; step-taken := FALSE; 

‘Jr E T: Get AUi(71PS) 
/* Observe incremental utility values for ith Problem */ 

signi$cunt := {Q- E T: n >, no and 

(S,2(~lPS))/[~u,(~lPS)12 < n/[Q<412} 
/* Collect all transformations that have reached statistical significance */ 

If 3 E signi@znt: E,, (~1 PS) > 0 Then 
/* Adopt T that most increases expected utility */ 
PS = Apply( x E significant: 

Vy E signr$cant [bU,(xlPS) > acl,(ylPS)],PS) 
T := TG( PS); n := 0; LY := Bound( S, ITI); step-taken := TRUE; 

Else T := T - {r E sign$icant: %?,(~lPs) < 0) 
/* Discard transformations that lower expected utility */ 

Until step-taken or T = 8 or i = Iexamples j ; 
Return PS 

Bound(S, ITI) := S/lTI, Q(a) := x where s,“( 1/&)e-0.5J2dy = a/2 

Fig. 4. The COMPOSER algorithm. 

control strategies for the PRODIGY planning system [ 531. PRODIGY is a well studied 

planning system that has served as the basis for several learning investigations [ 15,43, 
531 and has attained the status of a benchmark for learning systems. COMPOSER has 
also been successfully applied to the problem of learning heuristic control strategies for 
a NASA scheduling domain, which is described elsewhere [ 261. 

A main goal of this evaluation is to contrast COMPOSER’s approach with several 

other methods for addressing the utility problem, including methods developed explicitly 
for the PRODIGY system as well as a more general statistical approach similar to 
COMPOSER. We would like to compare the theoretical basis for these alternatives rather 
than implementation details. Therefore, we take pains to provide a fair comparison by 
minimizing the differences between the systems. Each method is re-implemented within 
the context of the PRODIGY problem solving system and each method is constrained to 
use PRODIGY’s explanation based learning approach (discussed below) as the source 
of learned transformations. 

4.1. The application 

This implementation is constructed within the PRODIGY 2.0 architecture which is 
available from Carnegie Mellon University. PRODIGY is a general purpose means-ends 
problem solver based on the STRIPS planner [ 181 with a few enhancements. Plans are 
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identified by depth-first search. Search proceeds by recursively applying four control 
decisions: 

( I ) choosing a node to expand in the current search space (where a node contains a 
conjunction of goals, some of which may already be achieved), 

(2) choosing an unachieved goal at that node, 

(3) choosing an operator that possibly achieves the goal, and 
(4) choosing a binding list for the operator. 

PRODIGY implements a default control method for each of these decisions and these 
methods may be modified by the introduction of heuristic knowledge called control 

rules. Control rules are described in Section 6.2. 

4.1. I. Problem distributions 

We evaluate COMPOSER’s ability to identify effective modifications to PRODIGY 
on three different domain theories. The STRIPS domain was reported in [53]. It is a 
problem of a robot moving boxes through interconnected rooms with lockable doors. The 

AB-WORLD domain was reported in [ 161. It is a variant of the standard blocksworld 

domain, designed to highlight deficiencies in Minton’s PRODIGY/EBL approach. The 
BIN-WORLD domain was introduced in [ 301 and was designed to highlight deficiencies 
in both PRODIGY/EBL and Etzioni’s STATIC approach. This domain is a simple 

construction domain. 
Problem distributions for the STRIPS domain and AB-WORLD domain are con- 

structed with the problem generators provided with PRODIGY 2.0. Following the 
methodology in [53], the set of problems was biased by filtering out problems that 
were judged too difficult or too easy; problems were excluded if the default PRODIGY 
control strategy required less than I CPU second or more than 100 CPU seconds. 
Problems for the BIN-WORLD were generated in a distribution designed to highlight 
deficiencies in PRODIGY/EBL and STATIC. This is described in Appendix B. A more 
detailed description of the experiments appears in [ 241. 

4.1.2. Expected utility 

We follow the established PRODIGY methodology of measuring problem solving 

performance by the cumulative time in CPU seconds to solve a set of problems (e.g. 
[ 16,531). Under the decision theoretic interpretation of the evaluation criterion, this 
is captured as a utility function based on the time required to solve a problem. In 
particular, we let the utility of the problem solver over a problem be the negative of the 
CPU time required to solve the problem. Maximizing expected utility therefore translates 
into “improving” the average time required to solve a problem. 

4.2. Transformation generator 

Minton introduced a technique for generating atomic modifications of the PRODIGY 
control strategy. The approach uses explanation based learning (EBL) [ 12,541 to con- 
struct atomic search control rules based on traces of problem solving behavior and a 
theory of the problem solver. Sets of control rules can be associated with any of the 
four control points. The search control rules are condition-action statements which alter 
the way PRODIGY explores the space of possible plans. 
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RULE-l: IF current-node is ?n 
current-goal at ?n is (CLEAR ?x) 
(NOT (HOLDING ?x)) is true at ?n 

THEN choose operator UNSTACK 

Fig. 5. An example of a control rule. 

PRODIGY/EBL generates rejection and selection control rules which are guaranteed 
sound in that they do not prune valid solutions from the search tree, 6 In particular, 
to acquire a rejection control rule, PRODIGY must show that a particular decision 
cannot even in principle lead to a successful outcome. PRODIGY performs a full tree 
search of all viable options. If no success node is encountered in this exhaustive search, 
PRODIGY re-expresses the conditions that describe the failure in a way that can be 
tested at the node itself. Under these conditions, there is no point in conducting the 
search since it is doomed to fail. The rejection rule prunes this decision for future 
searches. Likewise, a selection control rule can be acquired only if all ways but one of 
resolving the decision lead to failures. If resources are exhausted before a full search 
has been completed, then no rules can be learned from this portion of the tree. This is a 
limitation of the approach but fortunately, even in recursive domains, there are usually 
enough fully explored sub-trees to learn useful control rules. An example of an operator 
selection rule is shown in Fig. 5. Under the conditions of its antecedent, all operators 
except UNSTACK necessarily lead to failures. 

While control rules are sound, they may not increase the efficiency of planning. All 
control rules avoid search in the plan space, but they introduce the cost of matching 
their preconditions. A rule is harmful when the precondition evaluation cost exceeds 
the savings. Furthermore, control rules interact in subtle ways. Without a criterion for 
choosing among possible rule sets, the learning algorithm quickly degrades performance. 
Minton introduced a heuristic empirical procedure for addressing the utility problem in 
this context. This procedure attempts to account for the distributional nature of the 
incremental utility of individual control rules. Minton calls the overall approach of EBL 
learning and heuristic utility analysis PRODIGYIEBL. Unfortunately, while it performs 
quite well on some domains, PRODIGY/EBL has since been shown to have undesirable 
properties. Etzioni illustrated how seemingly innocuous changes to a domain theory 
result in degraded problem solving performance [ 151. We showed that this behavior 
is due to the utility procedure’s inability to correctly estimate distribution information 
and to handle the composability problem (see [ 291) . COMPOSER’s statistically sound 
utility estimation procedure corrects these problems and should result in a more effective 
learning algorithm. 

“The EBL unit used in PRODIGY/EBL can produce three control rule types: rejection, selection, and 
preference rules. Preference rules, in fact, can lead to incorrect action selection. Minton has noted that 
preference rules seem to be less effective. We have verified that PRODIGY/EBL actually produces strategies 
with higher utility if it is prevented from producing preference rules [29]. We disabled the learning of 
preference rules in this implementation because it enabled a more efficient means of gathering incremental 
utility data points (see Appendix A). 
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For this evaluation, the EBL component of PRODIGY serves as the transformation 
generator. The EBL component analyzes a trace of each solution attempt and conjectures 
new control rules. Each of these control rules serves as an atomic transformation to the 

current search control strategy. To be more consistent with its use in the PRODIGY 

system, our actual use of this transformation generator differs somewhat from its normal 
usage in COMPOSER (Fig. 4). Rather than forcing transformations to be conjectured 
all at once (as in lines 1 and 3 of the algorithm), transformations are potentially added 

to the set T after each problem solving event. Whenever a transformation is adopted 

(line 8 of the algorithm), all previously conjectured transformations are carried forward 
to the new transformation set, though their statistics are discarded. 

4.3. COMPOSER implementation details 

We used COMPOSER to construct an adaptive problem solver for the three applica- 
tions. We call the resulting implementation COMPOSER/PRODIGY. PRODIGY with 

no control rules acts as the initial problem solver. Minton’s EBL learning element acts as 
the transformation generator. Thus, COMPOSER/PRODIGY takes the problem solver 
with the empty set of control rules as P&d and produces a PS,,, by incrementally 

adding control rules with positive incremental utility. 
Several properties of this application allowed us to tailor COMPOSER to achieve 

greater statistical efficiency. We exploited a property of control rules to more efficiently 
gather incremental utility data points. The implementation extracts incremental utility 
values for all candidate control rules with an unobtrusive procedure of using the trace 
of a single solution attempt. To accomplish this, we modified the PRODIGY planner 
to distinguish between adopted and candidate control rules. Adopted control rules are 

those which have been shown to have positive incremental utility and have been added 
into the control strategy of the PRODIGY planner. Candidate rules are those that have 
been proposed by the EBL technique, but not yet validated. When solving a problem, 

candidate rules are checked, their precondition cost and the search paths they would 

eliminate are recorded, but the search paths are not actually eliminated. After a problem 

is solved, the annotated trace can be analyzed to identify those search paths which 
would have been eliminated by candidate control rules. The time spent exploring these 
avoidable paths indicates the savings which would be provided by the rule. This savings 
is compared with the recorded precondition match cost, and the difference is reported 
as the incremental utility of the control rule for that problem. ’ 

4.4. Evaluation 

We evaluated COMPOSER/PRODIGY’s performance against four other proposed 
criteria for addressing the utility problem: 

‘Appendix A describes how for some applications the Bou~zd function can be modified to improve the 

efficiency of utility analysis. For this implementation we used Eqs. (A.2) and (A.?) of the appendix to define 

a variant of the default Bound. As stated in Section A. I. I, this allows transformations to be added to T at any 

time in the utility analysis. Due to the relatively low variability of control rules, we used a minimum no = 3. 
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( 1) the heuristic utility analysis of PRODIGY/EBL [ 531, 
(2) the non-recursive hypothesis of STATIC [ 141, 
(3) a hybrid of PRODIGY/EBL and STATIC suggested by Etzioni [ 141 to overcome 

limitations of the two systems, and 
(4) PALO [ 351, a statistical approach similar to COMPOSER but based on a more 

conservative statistical model. 
Before discussing the experiments we review these techniques. For the evaluations 

we tried to minimize differences between the systems. All systems are implemented 
within the PRODIGY problem solving framework and use the same transformation 

generator. 

4.4.1. PRODIGYIEBL’s utility analysis 
This technique, developed by Minton for use in PRODIGY/EBL, adopts transfor- 

mations with a heuristic utility analysis. As control rules are proposed, they are added 

to the current control strategy. The savings afforded by each rule is estimated from a 

single example (the example problem from which the rule was learned) and this value 
is credited to the rule each time it applies. Match cost is measured directly from problem 
traces and averaged across multiple training examples. If the cumulative cost exceeds the 

cumulative savings, the rule is removed from the current control strategy. The issue of 
interactions among transformations is not addressed-estimates are gathered as if there 

were no interactions. 

4.4.2. STATIC’s non-recursive hypothesis 
STATIC utilizes a control rule selection criterion based on Etzioni’s structural theory 

of utility. The criterion is grounded in the non-recursive hypothesis. This states that 
“EBL is effective when it is able to curtail search via non-recursive explanations” 

[ 14, p. 61. The hypothesis admits several interpretations. The strongest interpretation is 
that transformations have positive incremental utility, regardless of problem distribution, 
if they are generated from non-recursive explanations of planning behavior (i.e., no 
predicate in a subgoal is derived using another instantiation of the same predicate). 
A weaker reading is that a composite strategy will improve expected utility if it is 
constructed from non-recursive elements (admitting that some transformations will have 
negative incremental utility, but a set of non-recursive transformations will improve 
performance on average). The issue of interactions between transformations is also not 
addressed. STATIC applies this criterion to control rules but the issue is important in 
macro-operators as well [ 47,681. 

For Etzioni, the explanation of a control rule is recursive if any proposition in its 

proof tree contains another proposition with the same predicate name. For example, 
suppose that executing the PICKUP operator has no chance of leading to a solution in 

some blocksworld problem. PRODIGY would acquire a rejection control rule stating 
that the PICKUP operator should be pruned from consideration in any future situation 
that matches the conditions of this one. The precise conditions are constructed by gener- 
alizing why PICKUP necessarily fails in this example. Now suppose that the example’s 
explanation includes a requirement of “CLEAR(A)” which is in turn supported through 
some inferences by “CLEAR(B)“. This explanation is recursive. According to a strong 
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reading of the non-recursive hypothesis, the associated control rule could not improve 
the overall utility. 

STATIC outperforms PRODIGY/EBL’s on several domains. The non-recursive hy- 
pothesis is cited as a principal reason for this success [ 1.51 .8 This claim is difficult 

to evaluate as the two algorithms use different rule generators. Different vocabular- 
ies are also employed to construct their respective control rules, We wish to focus on 
the effectiveness of the non-recursive hypothesis, and therefore must remove the com- 

plicating factor of a different rule generator. To achieve this goal we constructed the 

NONREC algorithm, a re-implementation of STATIC’s non-recursive hypothesis within 
the PRODIGY/EBL framework. NONREC replaces PRODIGY/EBL’s empirical utility 

analysis with a syntactic criterion which only adopts non-recursive control rules. This 
acts as a filter, only allowing PRODIGY/EBL to generate non-recursive rules. All rules 
that satisfy the non-recursive criterion are incorporated into the final problem solver. 

4.4.3. A composite algorithm 

Etzioni suggests that the strengths of STATIC and PRODIGY/EBL can he combined 

into a single approach [ 141. He proposed a hybrid algorithm which embodies several 
advancements including a two layered utility criterion. The non-recursive hypothesis acts 
as an initial filter, but the remaining non-recursive control rules are subject to utility 

analysis and may be later discarded. 
We implemented the NONREC-UA algorithm to test this hybrid criterion. As control 

rules are proposed by PRODIGY/EBL’s learning module, they are first filtered on the 
basis of the non-recursive hypothesis. The remaining rules undergo utility analysis as in 

PRODIGY /EBL. 

4.4.4. PALO’s Chernoff bounds 

Greiner and Cohen have proposed an approach similar to COMPOSER’s [ 331. The 
probably approximately locally optimal (PALO) approach also adopts a hill-climbing 
technique and evaluates transformations by a statistical method. PALO differs in its 
stopping rule and that it incorporates a criterion for when to stop learning. PALO 
terminates learning when it has (with high probability) identified a near-local maximum 
in the transformation space. Our evaluation focuses on the different stopping rule which 

is based on Chernoff bounds. 
Chernoff bounds provide a much more conservative model of the discrepancy between 

the sample mean and true mean of a distribution. As a result, PALO provides stronger 
bounds on statistical error but at the cost of more examples. This means that if the user 
specifies an error level of 6, the true error level will never exceed 6, and may in fact 

be much lower.9 Our PALO-RI algorithm evaluates this approach. Like COMPOSER, 
PALO-RI uses a candidate set of rules. In this case, the size of the set is fixed before 
learning begins. A candidate is adopted when the following stopping rule holds: 

‘Etzioni and Minton have subsequently suggested that some of the success of STATIC is due to the fact 

that its global analysis allows for more concise rules [ 17 1, 

’ In addition to the conservative stopping rule, PALO adopts the conservative definition of Bound that follows 

from adopting Eqs. (A. I ) and (A.5). whereas COMPOSER adopts Eqs. (A. I ) and (A.3). 
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n .KG,(T(PS) > A7 2nln J ( Tm,,( h + 1 )W 
36 > 

where hU, ( TIPS) is the estimated incremental utility of transformation 7, Tmax is the 

size of the largest possible candidate set, h is the number of transformations added 
to the current transformation sequence (the number of steps taken in the hill-climbing 
search), and & is the size of the range of incremental utility values for a given 

transformation: 

A7 = max {AV,(rlPS)} - m,in{A0:(r\PS)} 

A disadvantage of the technique is that its sample complexity is strongly effected 
by the setting of AT, a parameter whose true value is typically unavailable in advance 

of learning (as its depends on the maximum and minimum performance improvement 

possible by a given transformation). To use this method, one must be able to bound 

the range of incremental utility values as tightly as possible without underestimating the 
true range. In the context of PRODIGY, one can set an upper bound by noting that all 

problems are restricted to be solvable within a resource bound of 100 CPU seconds-the 
most a transformation could help (or hurt) is 100 seconds. This seemed too conservative 

for our purposes. Rather, we bound A7 by the maximum time PRODIGY actually requires 
to solve problems from the training set before learning. Using a tighter bound would 
require some detailed knowledge of how much transformations are expected to help; 
knowledge that was not provided to the other learning systems and thus seems unfair to 

provide to PALO-RI. 
PALO-RI uses the same method as COMPOSER/PRODIGY to obtain incremental 

utility statistics. We discuss the setting of the system’s various parameters in the next 

section. 
One advantage of PALO not included in PALO-RI, is that it incorporates an addi- 

tional test that terminates sampling if the incremental utility of all transformations is 
recognized to fall below a pre-specified threshold. In contrast, COMPOSER may ex- 

pend considerable data when the best transformation leads to a negligible improvement 
in performance (see Section 5). Methods which incorporate this additional “don’t care” 
parameter are referred to as indifleerence zone methods [ 11. Our more recent work in- 
corporates an indifference zone into a COMPOSER-like method [ 251. That paper also 
includes a detailed discussion of the tradeoffs imposed by such approaches. 

4.4.5. Experimental procedure 
We investigated the STRIPS domain from [ 531, the AB-WORLD domain from [ 141 

for which PRODIGYIEBL produced harmful strategies, and the BIN-WORLD domain 
from [ 301 which yielded detrimental results for both STATIC’s and PRODIGY/EBL’s 
learning criteria. Results are summarized in Fig. 6. In each domain, the algorithms 
we The problem distributions were constructed using the random problem generator 
provided with the PRODIGY architecture. The current control rule set was saved after 
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every twenty training examples. “’ The independent measure for the experiments is the 
number of training examples and the dependent measure is the execution time in CPU 
seconds over 100 test problems drawn from the same distribution. This process was 

repeated eight times using distinct training and test sets constructed from the same 

problem generator. All results reported are the average of these eight trials (rounded to 
the nearest whole number). Fig. 6 shows the comparison graphs along with the number 
of rules learned by the algorithm, the number of seconds required to process the 100 

training examples, and the number of seconds required to generate solutions for the 100 
test problems. COMPOSER and PALO-RI require an error parameter 6 which is set at 
IO% for the experimental runs. PALO-RI’s behavior is strongly influenced by parameters 
whose optimal values are difficult to assess. We tried to assign values close to optimal 

given the information available to us. ” 
During the evaluation, it was apparent that PALO-RI would not adopt any transforma- 

tions within the 100 training examples. We tried to give the algorithm enough examples 
to reach quiescence but this proved too expensive. The problem is twofold-first, too 

many training examples wcrc required; secondly, the candidate set grew large since 

harmful rules were not discarded as quickly as in COMPOSER/PRODIGY. To collect 
statistics on PALO-RI we only performed one instead of eight learning trials. Further- 

more. we terminated PALO-RI after the first transformation was adopted or 10,000 
examples, whichever came first. 

The results illustrate several interesting features. The implementation developed with 
COMPOSER exceeded the performance of all other approaches in every domain. The 
learned strategies yielded higher expected utility and were more succinct (containing 

fewer control rules). In AB-WORLD and STRIPS, COMPOSER/PRODIGY identified 
beneficial control strategies. In BIN-WORLD, the algorithm did not adopt any transfor- 

mations. In fact, it does not appear that any control rule improves performance in this 
domain. It should be stressed that all algorithms USC the same transformation generator. 
Therefore, the results represent differences in approaches to the utility problem rather 
than differences in the vocabulary of transformations. 

We expected COMPOSER/PRODIGY to have higher learning times than PRODIGY/ 
EBL or NONREC due to its more rigorous in their assessment of incremental utility. 
Surprisingly, the learning times were not much higher than the non-statistical approaches 
and COMPOSER/PRODIGY actually learned more quickly on BIN-WORLD where it 
quickly discarded a control rule with high match cost which PRODIGY/EBL, NONREC, 

I” PRODIGY/EBL’s utility analysis requires an addttional settling phase after training. Each control strategy 

produced by PRODIGY/EBL and NONRECfUA received a settling phase of 20 problems following the 

methodology outlined in 15.3 1. 

” C was fixed based on the size of the candidate list observed in practice. In the best case, a rule can save the 

entire cost of solving a problem, so for each domain, lambda for each rule was set at the maximum problem 

solving cost observed in practice. AR-WORLD: C = 30. A = 15: STRIPS: C = 20. A = 100; BIN-WORLD: 

C=S. A= 150. 
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no learning in AB-WORLD. The non-recursive hypothesis cannot completely account 
for this difference. We attribute the remaining difference to the fact that STATIC and 
NONREC entertain somewhat different sets of control rules. In our experiments, we 

constrained NONREC to use the rule vocabulary which was available to PRODIGY/EBL 
while in Etzioni’s experiments STATIC entertained a somewhat different space of rules. 

This conjecture was recently supported by Minton and Etzioni [ 171. 
Finally, although PALO-RI did not improve performance within the 100 training exam- 

ples, if given sufficient examples it would likely outperform the other approaches. This 
is because the large sample sizes required by PALO allow utility estimates to converge 
closely to their true values before any transformation is selected. Thus, the transforma- 
tions with the higher incremental utility tend to be selected first. (In fact, the initial 
selection of better control rules allowed PALO-RI to exceed COMPOSER/PRODIGY’s 
performance in AB-WORLD given extended examples.) In contrast, COMPOSER as- 

sesses both incremental utility and the variance of utility values when determining 
when a transformation has reached significance. This results in COMPOSER recog- 

nizing low variance transformations more quickly. Unfortunately the cost of PALO’s 
performance improvement is very high, both in terms of examples and learning time. 
While COMPOSER may identify somewhat less beneficial strategies, it achieves much 

faster convergence. 

5. Complexity results 

We now turn to an analysis of the COMPOSER algorithm. Given our emphasis on the 

practical aspects of the algorithm, our analysis will not consider worst-case behavior. 

Rather, we provide average case complexity results for the algorithm for both sample 

complexity, the number of examples required to make a statistical inference, and run 

time complexity of the algorithm. We focus on the number of examples and the amount 
of work required to perform a single step in the hill-climbing search. Obviously, the total 

complexity will depend on the number of hill-climbing steps taken, but this is domain 

specific. 
The number of examples taken at a hill-climbing step also depends on domain specific 

factors, but these can be related to complexity in meaningful ways. For example, the 
amount of work at a step depends on the number of candidate transformations at that 
step and we can specify the exact function relationship between work and the number 
of transformations. With such knowledge, a user of COMPOSER can assess how best 
to organize the transformation generator for a specific learning problem. 

5.1. Properties of the Ncidas stopping rule 

The properties of COMPOSER follow from the properties of its method for statistical 

inference. Therefore, we first consider the characteristics of the Nadas stopping rule. 
Given some transformation 7, and an error level a, this stopping rule determines how 
many examples are sufficient to show that the incremental utility of 7 is positive (nega- 
tive) with probability 1 - LY. The characteristics of this stopping rule have been proven 
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by Nadas in [ 601. The proofs are technical but we will restate the results and give an 
intuitive explanation of why they hold. 

COMPOSER takes examples until the following inequality holds (Eq. (4) ) : 

where n is the number of examples taken so far, bu, is the transformation’s average 
improvement, Si is the observed variance in the transformation’s improvement, (Y is 

the acceptable error in the estimate, no is a small finite integer indicating a minimum 
sample size, and Q( cu) is the function that models the discrepancy between the true and 

estimated incremental utility: 

Q(a) = x such that 

For a given sequence of training examples the stopping rule will be satisfied after some 

number of examples, called the stopping time in the sequential statistical literature. (The 
term “stopping time” is somewhat misleading as it refers to the number of examples, not 
the temporal duration of the procedure. We retain the term, however, to be consistent 

with the statistical literature.) The stopping time, ST, is a random variable. The sample 
complexity of the stopping rule is characterized by the expected value of the stopping 
time: E[ ST]. This is the average number of examples required to make a decision. From 

the results of Nadas we can derive the following relationship for the expected stopping 
time. 

Theorem 1. Let ST be the stopping time associated with the Nddas stopping rule for 

a given transfotmation. Let a be the requested error level, o2 be the actual variance 

of the distribution associated with the transformation and t_~ be the actual incremental 

utility. Then: 

( 1) For small 1 /a the expected stopping time is governed by the following relation- 
ship: 

E[ST] < -. a2 2 

a% #u2’ 

(2) For large 1 /(Y the expected stopping time is governed by the following relation- 

ship: 

E[ST] z ln(l/a)$. 

This result states that the stopping time is determined by the error level parameter, 
which is under control of the user, and two fixed but unknown constants, cr2 and P, 
which are properties of the inference problem. The average stopping time associated 
with a particular transformation is bounded by a quadratic in I/LY (or to log of l/a 



for large I/a), linearly with the variance of the transformation, and quadratically with 
the inverse of its mean. This makes intuitive sense: the greater the required confidence, 

the more difficult it is to bound the mean, the greater the variance in incremental utility 
values. the more difficult it is to bound its mean, and the closer the incremental utility 

is to zero, the more difficult it is to show that the transformation is better (worse) than 

the default strategy. 

Proof. A non-closed form equation for the stopping time is derived by Nadas in [60]. 

The theorem follows from this proof and other results (see [ 24, Appendix B] ). Although 

the complete proof is too lengthy to include here, it is easy to provide intuition on why a 
result like Theorem 1 should hold. The Central Limit Theorem states that the normalized 
difference between the true incremental utility and the sample incremental utility will 
be (approximately) normally distributed. Using this observation it is easy to compute a 

confidence interval around the mean, given a sample of II observations. Any introductory 
statistics book shows (with a suitable mapping of notations) that: 

or in other words, with probability I --a, the true incremental utility of a transformation, 

p, lies within the interval AU,,&Q(cv) m II, w h ere Si is the variance of our n samples. 
The Nadas stopping rule is designed to take examples until the size of this confidence 
interval is twice the size of the unknown mean, p. Formally: 

Solving this relationship t’or II WC get the f’ollowing relationship: 

This shows that II is the number of examples that will produce a confidence interval 
of the appropriate size. Or stated differently. II should be the stopping time, which is 

the result of Theorem I. 
It then remains to show how Q(cu) grows as a function of I/LY. That Q( cy is 

bounded by a linear function follows from M&or~‘s inequality. More precisely, this 

shows Q ( LY) < m x 1 /a. For large 1 /a, Q(a) converges to about dm. This 
can be obtained using the asymptotic expansion of the standard normal distribution. 
Both derivations are given in [ 241. 2 

5.2. Sample complexit> 

The sample complexity is the number of examples required to perform statistical 
inference (which is equivalent to the largest stopping time at a step). COMPOSER 
takes some number of examples at each step of the hill-climbing search. As stated, there 
is no way to bound the number of steps COMPOSER will take as this is a function 
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of the particular transformation space associated with an application. However we can 
characterize the expected number of examples taken at each step in the hill-climbing 
search in terms of several parameters. 

Within a particular hill-climbing step there is some set of transformations T. Recall 
that LY is the allowable statistical error associated with an incremental utility estimate for 

each transformation in T. The value LY is a bound on the probability that a transformation 
with negative incremental utility is perceived as positive or vice versa. Let the value S 

be total error bound. The error (Y is related to 6 by the Bound function and by default, 
LY = S/jTI. 

As validation proceeds within the step, COMPOSER consumes training examples, 
dynamically computing estimates for transformations in T. One of three cases must 
arise: ( 1) all transformations are shown to have negative incremental utility and are 
discarded; (2) some transformation with positive incremental utility is identified and 

adopted; or (3) the training set is exhausted. In the first case, the expected number of 
examples is equivalent to the maximum stopping time of the transformations in T; in 

the second, the expected number of examples is equivalent to the stopping time of the 
adopted transformation. The following theorem describes the relationship that governs 
the sample complexity, given that sufficient data has been provided for COMPOSER to 

make a decision: 

Theorem 2. Let ST* be the number of examples consumed at a step in COMPOSER’s 
hill-climbing search under the default settings Eqs. (A. 1) and (A.3) ) , where S is the 
error bound and T is the set of transformations at that step, Then: 

( 1) For small ITl/S the expected sample complexity is bounded by a polynomial in 
T and 116: 

(2) For large ]T\/S the expected sample complexity is governed by: 

where c is a constant whose value depends on the expected incremental utility 
and variance in incremental utility values for the transformations in T. 

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 1 and the default definition of LY = S/IT]. 
The constant c is the expected value of gF/,uT where i is the last transformation that is 

adopted/rejected at a step. 
Thus, the expected number of examples required at a step grows at most quadratically 

in IT] and grows at most quadratically in 1 /S. This means, all other things being equal, 
there will be an increase in the expected number of examples required at a step as 
we increase the number of candidates. Similarly, the sample complexity will increase 
polynomially as we require greater statistical confidence. 0 
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5.3. Run time complex@ 

The expected run time of the algorithm depends on the number of examples used by 

the algorithm and the cost to process each example which may not be possible to bound 
in advance. Therefore, we provide results for the complexity of performing a single step. 
Under the brute-force method for gathering incremental utility statistics, the algorithm 
actually tries out each transformed problem solver in 7’ over each example, so the cost 
of processing is tied to the complexity of the problem solver. 

Theorem 3. Let R be an upper bound on the cost oj.solving a problem. Then: 
( I ) For small jTl/S the expected run time complexity is: 

(2) For large /T//6 rhe expected run rune complexity is: 

O(R.iTi.ln (v)) 

Proof. Where (T(/6 is small, from Theorem 2 the number of samples required at a step 
is: 

Using the default means for gathering incremental utility statistics requires solving 
each sample jr\ + 1 times. Each solution attempt can cost at mosi R leading to a 

maximum cost of R/T/ to process each example. The analogous argument holds for 
large jTi/S. 

Therefore, expected cost of a hill-climbing step grows linearly in R, at most quadrat- 
ically in the required confidence, l/6, and at most cubically in the number of transfor- 
mations at that step, JTI. •1 

5.4. Discussion 

Theorem I has some interesting consequence for the COMPOSER’s performance. 
A step will terminate when COMPOSER identifies a transformation with positive in- 
cremental utility or when it exhausts the set of possible transformations. If there are 

many transformations with positive incremental utility, COMPOSER will adopt the one 
that required the fewest examples. Theorem 1 states that the transformation requiring the 
fewest examples is not necessarily the one with the highest incremental utility, but rather 
the one with the highest ratio between its variance and the square of its incremental 
utility. Thus, COMPOSER does not necessarily perform steepest ascent hill climbing. 
This was observed in the comparison with PALO-RI. 

A problem arises when all of the transformations in T have near-zero incremental 
utility. COMPOSER does not terminate until some transformation has been accepted 
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or all have been rejected. As the incremental utility of transformations tends to zero, 
however, the sample complexity increases dramatically. Although it is unlikely that every 

transformation has near-zero utility, if this occurs, the algorithm may not be able to make 
a decision. Rather, the algorithm will simply exhaust all of its training examples with out 
making any improvements in expected utility. Under such circumstances it might make 

sense to terminate the step early and proceed to a different step in the hill-climbing 
search. We discuss this possibility in Section 6. 

6. Limitations and future work 

COMPOSER provides a probabilistic solution to the utility problem and has demon- 
strated its practicality in the problem solving applications described herein, and in two 

other implementations reported elsewhere [ 26,271. While these successes are encour- 

aging, it is important to realize that COMPOSER embodies many design commitments 
that restrict its generality. In this section we discuss these limitations and possible ex- 
tensions to the approach. We first characterize some conditions that are necessary for 
successful results. We then consider limitations and extensions to three aspects of the 

utility problem: organizing the search through the space of modifications, estimating 
utility of transformations, and gathering statistics. COMPOSER embodies a particular 

set of commitments for each of these aspects and thus can be seen as one point in a 
large space of possible commitments (see also [ 3 1 ] ) . 

6.1. Applicability conditions 

We can summarize three basic conditions that COMPOSER requires for satisfactory 

results. 

6.1,1. A structured transformation space 
A modified problem solver is constructed by composing some body of atomic mod- 

ifications. In general, the space of possible composite modifications will be so large as 
to make exhaustive search intractable. COMPOSER requires a transformation genera- 

tor that structures this space into a sequence of search steps, with a relatively small 
branching factor. 

Clearly, COMPOSER’s performance is tied to the transformations it is given. If 

COMPOSER is to be effective, there must exist good methods for the control points 
that make up a strategy. Because of the nature of hill climbing, even if a good strategy 
exists, there is no guarantee that COMPOSER will find it. 

For our experiments, a problem solver is transformed by the addition of a single 

control rule to its existing set of control rules. One might imagine entertaining as 
a single transformation one which adopts two or three control rules at a time. This 
would ameliorate some of the problems of hill climbing. However, COMPOSER would 
probably not work effectively with transformations that allowed as many as ten or 
twenty control rules to act as a unit. The cost of actually performing the transformation 
to generate the new problem solver should also be small. Transformations such as 
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changing a spatial reasoner from a surface representation to a volume representation 
would not be likely candidates for the COMPOSER approach. 

6. I .2. Availability of representative training problems 

COMPOSER’s statistical approach assumes that the pattern of tasks can be represented 
by a fixed problem distribution. To estimate this distribution, the algorithm must be 
provided with a sufficiently large body of training problems. 

A task distribution that cycles through a set of different sub-patterns, or one that 
shifts slowly over time presents a difficulty to the COMPOSER approach. Shifts in the 
distribution violate the fixed distribution assumption. However there are approaches for 

partially overcoming these difficulties. With quickly shifting but cyclic patterns, it may 

suffice to average over the cycle. One might draw problems throughout the extent of the 
cycle and then randomize the problems to destroy the systematic changes. Training on 

this randomized distribution will result in a problem solver that does not take advantage 

of the shifts, but will nonetheless improve average performance. When there are slow 
steady shifts in the distribution one can take windows of training problems, or use 

other methods to periodically re-train the problem solver as the distribution shifts [49]. 
Tracking and taking advantage of predicted shifts is an important area of future research. 

61.3. Low problem solving cost 
Extracting incremental utility statistics by solving training examples under various 

transformations is only feasible if problems can be solved with a sufficiently low cost. 
This is perhaps the strongest limitation of the technique. It may not be feasible to 

use COMPOSER to improve. for example, an average case exponential time problem 
solver. One real-world domain to which COMPOSER has been applied is the prob- 

lem of scheduling communications between earth orbiting satellites and ground based 
antennas [ 261. This application demonstrated the necessity of reducing learning cost. 
COMPOSER’s modeling assumptions helped dramatically in managing this complexity 
but we were forced to make some additional innovations to maintain reasonable effi- 
ciency. Potential ways of relaxing this reliance on tractable initial problem solving are 

discussed below. 

6.2. Organizing search 

A key challenge is successfully navigating through the vast space of possible com- 
posite modifications. COMPOSER’s hill-climbing restriction attempts to ensure efficient 

search. In many ways, this restriction is too strong. When there are strong interactions 
between transformations, COMPOSER may find poor local maxima, or no solution at 
all. In other ways, the restriction is too weak. It says nothing about how many transfor- 
mations will be considered at each step. 

It is vital to focus the search on the most promising alternatives first. COMPOSER 
follows a generate and test paradigm. Performance can be improved by making genera- 
tion as intelligent as possible. PRODIGY’s learning component achieves some measure 
of intelligent generation through its EBL component. This carefully analyzes each prob- 
lem solving trace for search inefficiencies and only propose sound transformations that 
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address observed deficiencies. Where applicable, heuristics like Etzioni’s non-recursive 
hypothesis may also help filter out unpromising transformations. 

Finally, we are investigating how to apply notions from work on bounded rationality 

[ 13,411 and bandit problems [ 20,2 1,421 to help control the cost of identifying good 

adaptations. These methods balance the improvement due to reasoning with the cost of 
achieving those improvements. Currently, COMPOSER identifies transformations with 
high incremental utility and the efficiency of search is ensured by imposing a bias on 

the exploration-the actual search behavior of the algorithm arises from the interaction 
between the utility function and these biases. We would like to develop a more princi- 
pled method for characterizing the value of investigating transformations which directly 

relates their incremental utility and the cost to achieve an improvement. For some results 

in this area see [ 25,28,32]. 

4.3. Estimating incremental utility 

The search through the transformation space relies on the ability to accurately estimate 

the incremental utility of alternative transformations. This is made difficult by the distri- 
butional nature of incremental utility. Typically the precise shape of the distribution and 
even its general form are unavailable and must be estimated by applying training data to 
some statistical model. While the number of examples required to form these estimates 
grows only as the log of the required confidence, reducing this cost is a significant prac- 
tical concern. Another chief limitation is that the accuracy of estimates is ultimately tied 
to the appropriateness of the statistical model. In the case of COMPOSER, this includes 

an initial sample size parameter which may have to be adjusted for a particular domain. 
Reliance on such parameters is unfortunate, but the only obvious statistical alternative 
seems to be to use weak method statistical models, like Chernoff bounds, which result 
in substantially higher sample complexities. An important area of future work is the 

investigation of alternative stopping rules which lie between the Nadas technique and 
Chernoff bounds. 

One inefficiency in how COMPOSER gathers statistics is that it treats each trans- 
formation as an independent entity, even though there is often a relationship between 
transformations that would allow a more efficient use of information. As an extreme 
example, if two identical transformations are provided to COMPOSER, the algorithm 
will maintain twice the statistics necessary, although the sample complexity only grows 

by the log of the number of transformations. Sometimes it may be possible to develop 
a single statistical model from which one can derive the incremental utility of multiple 
transformations. This is the approach taken by [45,69]. While not always possible, it 
is an important area of future research. 

Several statistical methods can be applied to further improve the efficiency of the 
estimation process. For example, currently a transformation is eliminated only if the 
resulting strategy is significantly worse than the default control strategy. However, given 
that other transformations may be better than the default, transformations could be more 
quickly eliminated if they are compared with the most promising transformation rather 
than the default control strategy. We investigate this and other extensions to COMPOSER 
in [ 61. Similar strategies for improving the statistical inference appear in [ 50,581. 
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Heuristics and prior information can replace or augment statistical estimates. Syntactic 
measures like the operutionality criteria of Mitchell, Keller, and Kedar-Cabelli [ 541 can 
be seen as approximate binary measures of incremental utility. Unfortunately, syntactic 

measures have difficulty capturing the distributional nature of incremental utility. Instead, 
we are investigating the use of such measures as a bias on the estimation process. For 
example, COMPOSER could be modified to require less statistical confidence when 
transformations satisfy certain syntactic measures of utility, thereby allowing estimates 
to be based on fewer examples. In a related issue, we observed in the PRODIGY 
application that many of the same control rules considered in one hill-climbing step 

are also considered in subsequent hill-climbing steps. Currently COMPOSER discards 
all information across steps as each step is conditional on a different control strategy. 

However, information gained from a previous step may be useful as a bias on later 
estimation. 

6.4. Gathering statistics 

The need for efficient search and estimation arises from the fact that it can be quite 
expensive to gather incremental utility statistics. The default method requires solving 

problems to obtain incremental utility values. COMPOSER is limited to cases where it 
is feasible to solve problems with the original and intermediate problem solvers. While 
this dependence on problem solving is a serious limitation, in some applications it can be 

overcome or mitigated. For example, in the problem solving domains discussed in this 
article, we were able to take advantage of properties of the transformations to process 

examples more efficiently. In general, some transformation vocabularies may be easier 
to implement within the COMPOSER framework than others. Perhaps the issue can be 

resolved by identifying hybrid statistical/analytic means to estimate utility values. 
An important area of future work is the possibility of basing incremental utility 

estimates on weaker and cheaper to obtain information. For example, Greiner and Jurisica 
[ 351 propose one method for evaluating several transformations from a single solution 
attempt by maintaining upper and lower bounds on the utility of the novel search paths. 
Other authors have suggested that it may be possible to gain useful information about 
currently intractable problems by first learning from simpler problems (e.g. [ 53,611) 
or by observing a teacher (e.g. [ 12,55,70] ) 

7. Conclusion 

This article has argued that it is desirable, and possible, to construct general problem 
solving techniques that automatically adapt to the characteristics of a specific application. 
Adaptive problem solving is a means of reconciling two seemingly contradictory needs. 
On the one hand, general purpose techniques can ease much of the burden of developing 
an application and satisfy the oft argued need for declarative and modular knowledge 
representation. On the other hand, special purpose approaches are best suited to the 
demands of individual applications. General approaches have proven successful, only 
after a tedious cycle of manual experimentation and modification. Adaptive techniques 
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promise to reduce the burden of this modification process and, thereby, take a step 
toward reconciling the conflicting needs of generality and efficiency. 

In this article we have developed a formal characterization of the utility problem which 
connects work on adaptive problem solving to the rich field of decision theory. This 
has been a fertile connection, giving rise to COMPOSER. COMPOSER is a statistically 
rigorous algorithm built upon the decision theoretic foundation. It transforms a general 
problem solving technique into one specialized for an application. COMPOSER is still a 
heuristic approach, but by casting it within a statistically sound framework we are able to 
articulate the assumptions which underly the technique and predict their consequences. 
Most importantly, since these assumptions are stated explicitly, they can be subjected to 
empirical investigations. 

A larger theme is that any learning algorithm must strike a balance between maximiz- 
ing performance yet doing so efficiently. COMPOSER embodies numerous commitments 
to achieve efficient learning performance. We have argued that effective learning is com- 
posed of essentially three basic and roughly independent problems. First, there is the 
problem of searching the space of possible composite modifications. Second, there is 
the issue of obtaining estimates of local properties of transformations across the pattern 
of task, in our case estimating incremental utility of atomic transformations. Finally, 
there is the issue of efficiently gathering the information to produce these estimates. By 
decomposing the problem in this way, it is possible to consider approaches like COM- 
POSER as not just a single algorithm, but as a collection of methods, each of which 
can be tested individually. It is our hope then that future research in this area will not 
proceed simply by the development of large techniques like COMPOSER or PRODIGY, 
but by the development of smaller, well understood, methods that may be combined in 
a variety of ways to produce a complete algorithm. 
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Appendix A. Implementation tradeoffs 

Our motivation in designing COMPOSER was not simply to provide a statistically 
sound learning technique, but to provide a practical tool. A chief drawback of COM- 
POSER’s statistical approach is that it can be expensive. This section discusses pragmatic 
issues and techniques for improving COMPOSER’s performance by tailoring it to the 
specific characteristics of an application. 
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The principal impediment to COMPOSER’s approach to the utility problem is man- 
aging the computational expense of identifying good transformations. To maximize 
COMPOSER’s performance we would like to efficiently process each example and to 
consume few examples to perform its statistical inferences. When applying COMPOSER 
to a particular application, we see three ways in which this expense can be mitigated: 

( 1) Tailoring of the Bound function. 
(2) Tailoring of the discrepancy modeling function Q ( LY) . 
(3) Tailoring of methods for gathering incremental utility statistics, 
This appendix describes the rationale behind the standard configuration of COM- 

POSER and describes alternative approaches. This tailoring allows the application de- 

signer to take advantage of any domain specific knowledge to improve learning effi- 

ciency. 

A.1. Tailoring Bowzd(G, ]TI 1 

The Bound function defines the error level for each incremental utility estimate in 

such a way that the overall probability of learning a worse problem solver is less than 
8. Here we consider a more general definition of Bound that includes the current step in 

the hill-climbing search: Bound( 6, i, (TI). To do this, one must account for two sources 
of error, the error at each step in the hill-climbing search given that we are choosing a 
step from a set 7 of estimates, and the cumulative error over steps in the hill-climbing 

search. We will look at these sources individually. We use LY to denote the error of each 
estimate, /3; to denote the acceptable error in step i. 

A. I. 1. Error in a .step 

On step i, we are investigating a set T of transformations. Given that the error of each 
of the estimates is cy, the expected total error for the step, /3,, is bounded below by LY 
and above by ITILY. (The upper bound follows from Bonferroni’s inequality which states 
that the probability of a joint event is less than or equal to the sum of probabilities of 
each event [ 37, p. 3631.) That the step error may be greater than cx is most clearly 
seen in the situation where every member of T has negative incremental utility. The 
correct decision for this step is to not adopt any transformation. However, there is 
probability cy that a given transformation will be incorrectly estimated to have positive 
incremental utility and be adopted. Typically, the larger the number of transformations, 
the greater the probability that at least one of the estimates will be in error, meaning /I; 
is a function of the size of T. The true relationship depends on the covariance between 

the distribution of incremental utility data points associated with each transformation, 

though, this information is generally unavailable. 
It is difficult, if not impossible, to characterize the precise relationship between the 

size of T and p;. We have considered two methods for choosing LY to achieve a step 
error of PiI 

Worst case: cy := Pj/\T\ (default), (A.1) 

best case: cy := pi. (A.2) 
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In the worst case, error grows linearly in the size of the number of transformations, 
for example when every transformation has negative incremental utility and is negatively 

correlated. This situation will probably never arise in practice, however, it does provide a 
strong guarantee that the observed statistical error will not be higher than expected. The 

best-case model, Eq. (A.2), assumes the error does not grow appreciably as the size of T 
grows. We have performed some empirical evaluations showing that this assumption can 
be reasonable if T is relatively small (e.g., 30). The advantage of this assumption is that 
the size of T does not have to be known in advance so we can allow the transformation 
generator to add new transformations into T as we are evaluating the existing members. 

A.l.2. Error across steps 
Let pi denote the chance of adopting a transformation with negative incremental utility 

on the ith step. As the number of steps grows, so does the chance that at least one step 
will actually result in a decrease in expected utility. However, even if some steps reduce 
utility, the final problem solver may still be a significant improvement. By default, we 

implement a liberal policy. COMPOSER allows an error of 8 at each step, the rational 
being that it is worth one step backwards to quickly take several steps forward. The 
worst-case approach is to limit the probability that COMPOSER will adopt any incorrect 
step to at most 6 (i.e., Ci pi < 8). This guarantees that COMPOSER satisfies the error 
requirement, but may require many more examples than the former approach. There are 
different ways to implement the worst-case approach depending on whether the number 

of possible steps is known in advance. We have considered three methods for setting pi 

in terms of the overall error parameter 8: 

Liberal bound: pi := S (default), (A.3) 

worst-case bound/limited steps: pi := t, (A.4) 

worst-case bound/unlimited steps: 
66 

pi := 7. 
1279 

(A.5) 

The default policy, Eq. (A.3), relies on the assumption that the magnitude of the 
incremental utility of incorrect steps is comparable to the magnitude of the incremental 

utility of correct steps so that even if some steps reduce utility, the final result will 
tend to improve on the initial problem solver. This assumption has held across several 

simulation experiments. The later two equations are useful when efficiency must be 
sacrificed for rigor. When the number of steps can be limited in advance, one can 
simply divide the error evenly over each of the k steps (Eq. (A.4) ) . When the number 
of steps is unbounded in advance, the error at each step must be such that no matter 
what the final number of steps, the total error sums to less than 6. Bq. (AS) satisfies 
this requirement. t2 

Once the application implementor chooses a model for the error within a step and 
a model for the error across steps, these should be unified into an overall function 

I2 This equation was suggested to us by Russell Greiner and is the basis for his PALO algorithm (see [35 1) 
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Pl 

d- 

Fig. A. 1. Probability distribution of the normalized difference between the sample mean and true mean of the 

original distribution. Q( n, a) is the value such that the probability of achieving a distance greater than this is 

less than or equal to a/2. 

Bound( 6, i, ITI) which combines the two choices into an error level for each estimate 
for the ith step in the hill-climbing search. 

A.2. Tailoring Q( cu) and no 

The function Q(a) models the normalized expected discrepancy between the esti- 
mated incremental utility and the true incremental utility. Here we consider a more 
general definition, Q( n, a). The estimate is the average of a finite sample of n data 

incremental utility observations. This sample will be roughly representative of the actual 
distribution of data points as it is drawn randomly from the fixed distribution. However 
the sample mean will only approximate the true mean of the distribution. The Nadas 

stopping rule bounds the rzormalized difference, d, between the sample mean and the true 
mean. The normalized difference is the difference divided by the observed variance in 
the sample mean. The expected normalized difference can be modeled by a probability 

distribution function which shows the likelihood that a particular normalized difference 
arises from a random sample. Such a distribution function is illustrated in Fig. A.1. The 
bell shaped curve shows the likelihood of observing each normalized difference. The 
function Q( n, a), also called the ((r/2) th quantile of this distribution, is the positive 
difference d such that the probability of observing a difference greater than this is less 
than or equal to cr/2. 

It is rarely possible to know the precise distribution of differences for a given learning 
situation. Fortunately, for any distribution, as n increases, the distribution of differences 
converges to a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance (also called a 
standard normal distribution). This property is asserted by the Central Limit Theorem 

in statistics. This fact implies, under some weak conditions,” that function Q(n, cu) 

can be approximated satisfactorily using the quantile of a standard normal distribution 
(see [ 39, Section 5.31). The approximation improves as the sample size increases. This 
is the motivation behind the no parameter. Taking a sufficiently large initial sample of 
data points ensures an accurate approximation. We have investigated two approximation 
methods for defining Q(n, a) : 

I3 The distribution must have positive variance and hence finite mean 
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Standard normal: Q* (n, (Y) = x 
00 

such that J( > x & e-“%‘zdy = z (default), (‘4.6) 

00 

T: Qt(n9aY> =x such that J n (n + 1)/21 
ercn,2jc1 + y2,rj(“f,,,2dy = ;. (A.7) 

X 

The first is COMPOSER’s default. It is based on the standard normal distribution 
model. The second is based on a model called the student t distribution. This second 
model is accurate when there is high variance in the sample, but it is more expensive to 
compute. For a given learning situation, the function Q( n, cu) and no should be chosen 
to best model the expected discrepancy in the given learning situation. If an exact model 
can be determined then an initial sample size is unnecessary. In general, higher variance 
in incremental utility values requires a greater no to ensure the approximation model 
is close. Smaller values for 6 require more precise modeling of the error and therefore 
a better approximation. Thus, the smaller the requested error level, the greater that 
no should be to ensure a close approximation to 6. If no is set too small, the likely 
result is a higher than requested statistical error. If no is too large, an excessive number 
of examples is required to perform statistical inference. The general experience in the 
statistical community is that the normal approximation becomes quite good after only a 
few initial samples. We recommend a value around fifteen. 

A.3. Gathering statistics 

The largest cost in using COMPOSER tends to be cost to obtain utility observations. 
Given a current problem solver PS and a set of transformations T, COMPOSER must 
obtain utility observations for each transformation over a large sample of problems. 
There are many techniques, however, that can significantly reduce this cost depending 
on the characteristic of the application. These techniques can reduce cost in two ways; 
first by reducing the number of utility values necessary to observe, and second, by 
reducing the cost of obtaining each utility value. 

A sampling technique known as blocking can reduce the number of utility values nec- 
essary to make statistical decisions [4,58]. As was shown in the theoretical analysis, the 
number of examples needed to make statistical inferences grows with the variance in the 
incremental utility values. Blocking works by minimizing this variance. To understand 
blocking, consider the problem of finding the highest yielding variety of wheat. Wheat 
yield is effected by factors other than the variety of wheat, which is the factor of interest. 
We will call these other influences the nuisance factors (e.g., the weather conditions in 
the year the crop was grown). Often these nuisance factors have the greatest influence, 
washing out the contribution of the factor of interest, and thus increasing the variance 
in the data. A standard solution, called randomized block design is to combine all data 
with identical values on their nuisance factors into a single block, and only consider the 
differences in the observations within the block when computing utility values. For the 
wheat example, a block corresponds to a plot of land in some location. Block design 



suggests having several plots of land in different locations, and planting every variety of 
wheat within each plot. One then only considers the difference in yield between varieties 
within a plot of land, and averages these differences across the different plots. 

In COMPOSER, the nuisance factors are the specific characteristics of each problem 

drawn from the task distribution-some problems are easy, others hard, and these dif- 

ferences are likely to overwhelm the differences due to the choice of transformation. 
The solution we have adopted is to block transformations by problem. We take each 

problem (the block) and observe the behavior of each possible transformation on that 
problem. Incremental utility values are then derived by subtracting the utility of the 

default strategy from the utility of each transformation in turn, for that block. When the 

problem influences are dominant this procedure can lead to a significant reduction in 

the number of examples needed for statistical inference. These problem influences tend 
to dominate in many of the intended applications as transformations generally make 

relatively small incremental changes to the current problem solver, and therefore each 
transformed problem solver will perform similarly on similar problems. The alternative 
to blocking is to compute the incremental utility where each utility value is derived from 

a different problem. In some situations, it may be necessary to perform this strategy as 
it may not be possible to repeatedly solve the identical problem. Blocking is of limited 
benefit if problem differences are small relative to the effect of the transformations. 

There are also techniques for reducing the cost of obtaining utility data. The simple 
strategy we recommend is to solve a given problem with each of the candidate prob- 
lem solvers. The complexity of this brute-force processing is tied to the complexity of 
each of the ITI problem solvers. In some learning situations, brute-force processing may 

prove too expensive. For example. one or more of the candidate problem solvers may be 
intractable. Furthermore, the brute-force method is intrusive-it requires explicit exper- 
imentation with alternative problem solvers. In some learning situations, is is desirable 

to learn passively, through the normal operations of the problem solver. As gathering 
statistics is COMPOSER’s principal expense, it is important to employ any information 
that could reduce this cost. 

The cost of obtaining utility observations can be dramatically reduced if there is a 
detailed cost model that can efficiently derive the ramification of the proposed transfor- 
mations without actually solving the problem (e.g. [36,68]). With such a model we 

could simply draw a random training example and then use the model to determine 
the effect of different transformations. Such models are rarely available, but short of 
this, it may be possible to extract the necessary statistics to determine the effectiveness 

of different transformations by solely observing the normal operations of the current 
problem solver. Section 4 describes one such unobtrusive implementation that worked 
in PRODIGY. Sometimes it is only possible to extract partial information in this way. 
Greiner and Jurisica [35] propose one method for using such partial information that 
does not conflict with COMPOSER’s assumptions and could be incorporated. 

Appendix B. BIN-WORLD domain 

The BIN-WORLD domain was introduced in [30] to highlight some deficiencies 
in both PRODIGY/EBL’s utility analysis and Etzioni’s non-recursive hypothesis. The 
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domain is a robot assembly task where the goal is to construct a composite part from 
a set of components (represented as achieving the state where part-assembled is true). 

All the components for a particular part are stored in a bin. If all of the components 
in the bin are free of defects, the part may be assembled. Otherwise another bin must 

be examined for acceptability. The INSPECT-BIN operator determines if a given bin is 
suitable for assembly. The ASSEMBLE-COMPONENTS operator constructs the part. 

B.I. Domain theory 

~~~ 

Effects: (add defect-free-components(x)) 

B.2. Problem distribution 

A problem distribution is defined by enumerating a set of problem classes and assign- 

ing probabilities to each class. A set of problems is created by randomly constructing 
problems according to the distribution. The experiment is based on a uniform distri- 

bution over two problem classes. This means that each class has an equal chance of 

participating in a problem solving attempt. The first class contains problems with fifty 
bins of two components each. Forty-nine bins contain a defective component. One bin 
contains no defects. The bins are ordered with the defect-free bin last. The second class 
contains problems with two bins of two hundred components each. One bin is defect 
free. The other bin contains a defective component. The components are ordered with 

the defective component last. The bins are ordered with the defect-free bin last. 
The rational behind this problem distribution is to construct a distribution with high 

variance. PRODIGY/EBL bases its utility estimates on a single example. Estimating 
utility of a bi-modal distribution (or any distribution with high variance) from a single 

example results in an inaccurate representation of the true incremental utility of any 

learned control rule. 
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